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1. Introduction
How does graph theory illuminate the computational procedures of human natural language
(CHL) in the human brain?2) Section 2 introduces graph theory using a toy model. The theory
demonstrates how nature distributes currents to minimize heat (information) loss. Section 3
demonstrates an application of graph theory to CHL and presents the graph-theoretic and physical
reasons that CHL yields binary branching structures, rather than ternary branching ones. Section
4 concludes the paper.
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Abstract
We demonstrate that information loss (error) is minimized in a binary branching
network from linear-algebraic (graph-theoretic) and physical perspectives. Nature
organizes the network currents to minimize heat loss. Nature has created the human
brain, and a set of computational procedures of human natural language (CHL) exists in
the human brain. A natural object CHL conforms with the principle of minimal
computation (MC) and chooses binary branching structures rather than ternary
branching structures. MC prefers efficient (less costly) computation. More information
is conserved in the binary branching network. Binary branching structures, and not
ternary branching structures, conform with the conservation law. Information means
energy, forces, or heat from an engineering perspective. Moreover, we have graph-
theoretic (linear-algebraic) and physical reasons for concluding that the syntactic
operation merge in CHL must be binary, and not ternary.
1) The author would like to thank Professor Gilbert Strang for lectures on linear algebra and graph theory
at MITOCW (ocw.mit.edu) and Enago (www.enago.jp) for the English language review. All remaining
errors are mine.
2) A graph is “a very useful combination of Algebra and Geometry” (Lieber 1946 : 180). A model with
graphs and their matrices is “absolutely essential in pure and applied mathematics.” Graphs and their
matrices are “the most valuable models in discrete mathematics” (Strang 2014 : 313).
Key words : CHL, equilibrium (balance), graph theory, linear algebra, MC
2. Theoretical background
2.1. Incidence matrix―Geometrical / topological properties
Suppose we observe the following network in nature.3)
Let us express the graph in terms of an incidence matrix.4) The graph is complete (all nodes are
connected) and directed (all edges have directions). The incidence matrix  expresses the
geometry or topology of the graph. The columns represent node vectors and the rows represent
edge vectors. We usefor nodeand the potential at the node, andfor edgeand the current
on the edge. We assign to the starting node and to the end node. Tables represent
matrices. We omit zeros ; a blank in the table indicates a zero. “The graph and the matrix have
the same information” (Strang 2014 : 313).
The column vectors are in the real-number vector space , and the row vectors are in .
When nodes are connected, a current (information) flows from a node with higher potential to
that with lower potential. The matrix expresses potential differences (potential drops). Brackets
are typically used to indicate that arrangements of numbers are to be interpreted as matrices. We
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Figure 1 : Complete graph with m＝6 edges and n＝4 nodes
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Table 1 : Incidence matrix  of Figure 1 (6 by 4)
   
 － 
 － 
 － 
 － 
 － 
 － 
3) We follow Strang (2008, 2009 : 427428) in introducing linear algebra, graph theory, and their
application. This is a toy model to show how nature distributes currents to minimize the heat (informa-
tion) loss.
4) Another name for incidence matrix is “connectivity matrix” (Strang 2009 : 426).
use tables because they are easier to construct. The above incidence matrix is  acts on the
vector (voltages as information or potentials at nodes) to yield (potential differences or
drops). We solve the equation , which is generally written as follows.
(1)
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2.1.1. Euler’s formula
Leonhard Euler (Swiss mathematician and physicist ; 17071783) left us an important formula
for investigating the properties of graphs. Euler’s formula in words is as follows.
(2) Euler’s formula in words
(the number of nodes)－(the number of edges)＋(the number of small loops)＝
Nodes (points) are zero-dimensional, edges (lines) are one-dimensional, and loops (planes)
are two-dimensional. This results from the following calculation.
(3) Euler’s formula in algebra
()－()＋(
)＝
The number of small (independent) loops is calculated as (
), which comes from
(－()), which is (the number of edges)－(the rank r of the matrix). The rank shows the
actual size of the matrix. Every graph obeys Euler’s formula. In this case, 4－6＋3＝1. The
number 3 is the result of evaluating .
2.2. Elimination (row reduction)―Cleaning a graph to get a tree
Elimination (row reduction) reveals the true character (size) of the matrix . Elimination
yields the echelon form or upper triangular matrix of .
shows us the essential property (“inner truth” (Strang 2009 : 135)) of .5) The rank (the
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5)  is further simplified to the reduced row echelon form of or rref(). We obtain by multiplying
each row by . We get a special solution (, , , ) as follows. Set the free variable 	as . From
	
	, we get 	. From 	
	, we get 	. From 	
	, we get 	 . Thus, a
special solution (, , , ) is obtained. The complete solutions realize as a constant scalar 
times (,
, , ), which is (
, 
, 
, 
). This is a line in .
true size of the matrix) is . The number of pivot counts as the rank . A in Table 1 is not
invertible because its nullspace contains a constant vector (, , , ), where is an
arbitrary constant. It represents a line in, where the dimension is calculated as－＝＝
, which is the number of free variable, i.e., . is the set of solutions to . The
constant vector leads to infinitely many solutions, rather than a unique solution. The system is
solvable only parametrically. The computation time iss, using the Reshish matrix calculator
(RMC; website : matrix.reshish.com).  is expressed as a tree without loops.
Figure 2 shows the essential property (true character) of the graph in Figure 1. Elimination
reduces every graph to a tree (ibid. 423). A tree is a graph with no loops. Rows are dependent
when edges form a loop (ibid.). In a tree, every row (edge) is independent. In this case, we
observe three independent edges	,	, and	. Therefore, the rank of is. The row space
	, i.e., the column space of transposed , is perpendicular to , which is described as
	).6) Therefore, 	・＝0. The dimension of the row space is 
, which is the rank .
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6) Rows of  are columns in the transpose T. Row space is expressed as (T), i.e., column space of
transpose of .
Table 2 : of 
   
	 － 
	 － 
	 － 
	
	

	
Figure 2 : The true character of the complete graph in Figure 1 ;
Tree with 3 edges and 4 nodes and no loops

	

	
 	

2.3. Transpose matrix―Equilibrium (balance) property
2.3.1. Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL; Balance law or equilibrium equation)7)
Let us introduce the transpose .
 is used to consider structure balance (equilibrium). Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL: 
) is a balance law. It tells us how the network in Figure 1 is balanced without an external
power source. The left nullspace of , described as , contains all solutions to . Its
dimension is . The boundary conditions for this case are as follows. The minus
sign indicates the reverse flow.
(4) Boundary conditions of KCL (zero net flow at each node)
(The net flow into node 1 is zero.)
 	(The net flow into node 2 is zero.)
 (The net flow into node 3 is zero.)
	(The net flow into node 4 is zero.)
The net flow into a node is zero. Current does not accumulate at nodes but flow around. We
can transform the four equations as follows.
(5) Boundary conditions of KCL ( flow in equals flow out at each node)
(Flow in equals flow out at node 1.)
	(Flow in equals flow out at node 2.)
(Flow in equals flow out at node 3.)
	(Flow in equals flow out at node 4.)
KCL,in this case, states that flow in equals flow out at each node. The complete graph
in Figure 1 is akin to a spring-mass system lying on a table. No stretching (tension) or
compression is involved in the springs (edges). The reaction force of the table neutralizes the
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Table 3 : 
    	 
 － － －
  － －
   －
   
7) KCL “deserves first place among the equations of applied mathematics” (Strang 2014 : 316). It
expresses conservation, continuity, and balance (ibid.).
gravitational effect on the system. The spontaneous balance of the graph is hidden and not
activated. The system is closed and the KCL to solve here is. When the graph is hanged
from the ceiling, becoming vertical and upright, gravity “shakes” the network, waking the system
balance.8) The KCL to solve here is , where is an external force. For a spring-mass
problem,  is each mass multiplied by the gravitational constant . Therefore,
. Every loop current is a solution to KCL (Strang 2014 : 313). For
example, is a solution to KCL and is contained in .
2.3.2. Ohm’s law―Material property
A current on an edge is expressed as . is the conductance (how easily flow gets
through (ibid. 426)). Information flows from a higher potential node (starting point) to a lower
potential node (end point). We assign to a starting node and to the end node, resulting in
a current becoming negative. Changing a current to positive requires the minus sign.9) That is
Ohm’s law (ibid.).
(6) Ohm’s law in words
(Current along edge)＝(conductance) times (potential difference)
Replacinginby, we obtain. When all entries for conductances
are	＝1, i.e.,
,becomes. The matrixappears in the least squares
approximation (e.g., optimal solution, error minimization, and fitting a straight line).10) However,
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8) See Strang (2009 : 411) for an excellent introduction.
9) “versus is a general headache but unavoidable” (ibid. 427). It is an unavoidable notational
issue. Physics and electrical engineering use the minus sign whereas mechanical engineering and
economics use a plus sign.
10) The least squares approximation is a mathematical method organized by Adrien-Marie Legendre (French
mathematician ; 17521833) (Legendre 1806 : 3054 (an appendix to his book on the paths of comets);
Kamimura 2014 : 136174). “Least squares method” is a direct translation of French 	des
moindres
The graph Laplacian matrixappears whenever we need to solve error minimization
problems. “You see  and  in descriptions of the brain and the Internet and our nervous system
and the power grid” (Strang 2014 : 423).
may have no solution, i.e.,may not be in the column space ofor. We solve the closest
problem , where is a projection of onto (the “shadow” of on ) and (“hat”)
is the optimal solution closest to . The distance between and is the error vector . We want to be
as small as possible. Vector is minimal when it is perpendicular to .  is the optimal solution bearing
the minimum error (Kamimura 2014 : 151). “Statistics chooses  to minimize the least squares error”
(Strang 2009 : 428). This is the reason why we use projection.
Consider 1-dimension. Suppose we had two vectors and from the origin. We know that is
theoretically predicted and correct, while is obtained experimentally and incorrect. We want to know a
projection vectorofonto linesuch that the error vector(distance betweenand) is the shortest.
Vector is minimized when it is perpendicular to , which is some multiple of of onto . Let .
Pythagoras law is the key. Since , . Because perpendicular vectors make the product
zero,, which is. We get, where(row times column)＝
and . Now let . Since . Note that is a
a “network needs power from outside―a voltage source or a current source―to make something
happen” (ibid. 427). Then, the KCL to solve isfor. For a spring-mass problem,
Hooke’s law replaces Ohm’s law (Strang 2009 : 410).
(7) Hooke’s law in words
(Stretching force)＝(spring constant) times (stretching distance)
This is , where stands for the elongation of a spring.
2.4. Graph Laplacian matrix―Minimization property
2.4.1. Three steps for solving a minimization problem
Let us see how we develop the graph Laplacian matrix  from the potential difference,
Ohm’s law, and KCL.11) Potential difference is , where  is the incidence matrix and is
the potential (voltage) at a node. Ohm’s law is , where is the current on an edge and
is the conductance of the edge. KCL is . KCL expresses “in equals out” at each node
and is an external current source. By replacing in KCL by , we obtain . By
replacing by , we obtain . This is the conductance matrix for the entire network.
If 	, this is . Strang presents the three-step vision of the  framework for
steady-state problems in science and engineering.
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Figure 3 : Three-step vision of  framework
Potential drop
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number, not a matrix. () is a line. The rank is ＝.
Let us consider-dimension. The projectionlies on the column space. We solve, where
is a point onclosest to
. Since
,
, which is perpendicular to all the vectors
 of the subspace . The matrix with those rows 	 is . The n equations are


, which we can rewrite 
(Strang 2009 : 210). This means that the error vector

 is in the nullspace of  or . Multiply the both sides of 
by the inverse of
, which is . We obtain 
. Therefore, 
. It follows
that 
. Now we set 
, where the projection vector on results from
the projection matrix acting on the wrong vector 
. From 

, we obtain
. Note that  is a matrix, not a number. Since  is symmetric, . Since
projecting a second time does not change anything,. Theses are two crucial properties of(Strang
2015).
11) Other names are Kirchhoff matrix, admittance matrix or discrete Laplacian. Pierre-Simon Laplace
The potential drop equation is where is the voltage sources (batteries) on
edges, and with a minus sign indicates voltage drop. A greater drop corresponds to a
stronger current flow. and are inputs to the network. Matrix expresses the potential drop
and matrix  expresses the force balance. Nature transposes the rows and columns of the
potential-drop matrix to produce the force-balance matrix. “This is the beauty of the framework,”
namely “that  appears along with ” (Strang 2009 : 412).
2.4.2. Reduction of three equations to one equation
Let us see how the system of three equations becomes two equations and the one equation.
We begin with three equations, as follows.
(8) three equations (three-field system)
. . . . . . . .①
. . . . . . . . . . . .②
. . . . . . . . . . .③
Multiply both sides of ② by (the inverse of ). We obtain . Substitute it into 
in ①. We obtain . We have eliminated . We now have two equations.
(9) two equations (two-field systm)
. . . . . .①＋②
	. . . . . . . . . . . . .③
Since 	is , we can describe the system in the block matrix form 
as
follows. Matrices behave similarly to numbers in most respects.
(10)  
 

	






	







	



 
 
Consider how these three equations become one equation. Substitute in ① into ②. We
obtain . Substitute this expression for in ③. We obtain 
. We obtain . We have eliminated and .
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(17491827) is a French mathematician, statistician, physicist, and astronomer. “The Laplacian matrix is
a discrete analog of the Laplacian operator in multivariable calculus and serves a similar purpose by
measuring to what extent a graph differs at one vertex [node] from its values at nearby vertices. The
Laplacian matrix arises in the analysis of random walks and electrical networks on graphs . . ., and in
particular in the computation of resistance distances. The Laplacian also appears in the matrix tree
theorem” (WolframMathWorld : http : //mathworld.wolfram.com/LaplacianMatrix.html).
(11) one equation (one-field system)
. . . . . .①＋②＋③
In the special case in which and , we have . We obtain .
This is the least squares equation, which is used in statistics to minimize error. See footnote 10.
2.4.3. 
To study the graph in Figure 1 as a network and its system balance, we need to solve a system
of equations with the graph Laplacian matrix , as follows.
The graph Laplacian is	
. 	is the degree matrix, and the number indicates how
many edges meet at node . W is the adjacency matrix, and the number indicates whether
nodes and are connected by an edge (Strang 2007 : 148). We describe 	
 in the
general matrix form (12).
(12)    
   
   
   



	






   
   
   
   



	






   
   
   
   



	





 	 

The diagonals in 	are the row sums in 
. 	
 shows zero row sums. Elimination yields
the of .
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Table 4 : Graph Laplacian matrix (4 by 4)
   
  － － －
 －  － －
 － －  －
 － － － 
Table 5 : of (3 by 4)
   
  － － －
  －－
  －

The rank is . The computation time using RMC is s. We have in the last pivot
position. Since the determinant det is the product of pivots, det.12) Hence, is not
invertible (solvable). We cannot solve for all four potentials, because the unit vector (, , ,
) or a constant vector (, , , ) is in the nullspace. That is, a nonzero solution vector 
satisfies , indicating that  has no inverse, as we prove in the next section. The
nullspace contains the solutions to . The constant vector (, , , ) represents a line in
	. The calculation of the dimension is 	.
2.4.4. Proof of Noninvertibility (Unsolvability)―A fundamental problem
The proof that  lacks an inverse is as follows. Suppose the matrix is invertible. Then, the
inverse matrix exists and , where is the identity matrix with s on
the diagonal. What is the solution to, whereis a vector solution? Let us multiply both
sides by the inverse. We obtain . Since and
, . The solution must be zero. However, there are infinitely many nonzero
solutions : the unit vector ＝(, , , ) and a constant vector (, , , ) both satisfy this
equation . This is a contradiction (a reduction to absurdity). Therefore, the inverse
matrix does not exist (QED).
2.4.5. Matrix family―“Simple and useful, absolutely basic”13)
In addition, let us consider what kind of matrix  is. We consider whether the matrix is a
member of any of the four special families of matrices. The four families are as follows (Strang
2007 : 15).
Matrix  is symmetric when 	

	and . A matrix is sparse when most entries are
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Table 6 : Four special families of matrices
   
Symmetric YES YES YES YES
Sparse YES YES YES YES
Banded YES YES YES YES
Constant diagonal YES YES NO NO
Invertible YES NO YES NO
Positive definite YES NO YES NO
Spring (edge)-mass (node) problem Fixed-fixed All masses connected Fixed-free Free-free
12) A mathematician who first studied determinant is Takakazu Seki ( Japanese mathematician ; 1642?
1708). Seki proposed a general theory of elimination. His work (Seki 1683) precedes that of Pierre
Frederic Sarrus (French mathematician ; 17981861) about 150 years (Takeuchi 2010 : 5090).
13) Strang (2007 : 1)
zeros. Matrices become sparse asincreases. A matrix is banded if the nonzeroes lie in a “band”
around the main diagonal (ibid. 2). A matrix has a constant diagonal when all elements on the
diagonal are the same number. Such a matrix is linear time-invariant and “wakes up Fourier”
(ibid), i.e., the constant diagonal induces Fourier transforms.14) “It [the constant diagonal]
signifies that something is not changing when we move in space and time (ibid).” A matrix is
invertible when only the zero vector satisfies the equation, i.e., only the zero vector exists
in the null space . A matrix is positive definite when all pivots are nonzero and positive.
Let us put sparseness and bandedness aside ; they are irrelevant when  is small.  is
symmetric, has constant diagonals, and is not invertible, because contains a nonzero
constant vector (, , , ), and is not positive definite (it is positive semidefinite), because a
zero is in the last pivot position, causing det＝. belongs to the family .
2.4.6. Grounding―A key for making the unsolvable solvable
Now, let us return to our original question. The graph Laplacian matrix  in Table 4 is not
invertible (solvable). How can we make  solvable?  can be considered to be
representing a system of springs and masses lying on a table. We cannot calculate the system
balance, because the reaction force neutralizes the gravitational force affecting on the system and
fails to activate the system balance. To calculate the internal force balance, we hang the graph
from the ceiling at one node, so to speak. Gravity shakes the system asymmetrically, and we can
calculate how the structure rebalances itself with . As an example, let us hang the graph from
the ceiling at node (mass) . The node bears the potential (voltage) . We fix the node as a
support. The support potential  becomes , because it is fixed (it does not move). An
electrical engineer would say that node  is “grounded.” Now, gravity influences the network,
and the KCL to be solved becomes 	, where 	(the power from outside (the current
source)). exits the grounded mass (node). However, it must enter some mass (node) to
maintain the balance (flow in＝flow out). As an example, let us assume that exits node and
enters node  to maintain the system balance. That is, fixing some node as a support (in our
case, methodologically making the node potential  to be zero) requires the system to find an
equilibrium (balance) point with the original nonzero potential of  that must return to the
system somewhere ( in this case). The conservation law of energy guarantees this. We
calculate the system balance by shaking the system with the returning source power. The
hanging network is expressed as in Figure 4.
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14) Joseph Fourier (French mathematician and physicist ; 17681830) found that certain functions are
expressed as an infinite sum of harmonics (Fourier 1822).
The line from nodetodoes not count as a new edge. The symbol○＜ indicates the current
source . How does the network balance itself ? How do we find the currents , . . ., on the
six edges at the time when the system balance and are in equilibrium? To calculate the
currents, we need to calculate the potentials (voltages).
2.4.7. Reduced graph Laplacian matrix―Solving the minimization problem
The graph is no longer on the table. The network is now hanging from the ceiling at node .
Power from outside changes the graph into a network that balances itself. Grounding deletes the
fourth row and column of  and gives us the reduced Laplacian matrix reduced as follows.
Elimination reveals the of reduced.
reduced is square. It is symmetric, has constant diagonals, is invertible (det),
and is positive definite, i.e., all pivots are nonzero and positive. Therefore, all of its eigenvalues
are positive.15) It belongs to family. The rank ofreduced is. The computation time using
RMC is 	
s.
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Table 7 : Reduced graph Laplacian matrix 	reduced (3 by 3)
  
  － －
 －  －
 － － 
Table 8 : U of 	reduced
  
  － －
  －
 
Figure 4 : The currents in a network with a source from 
into node 






  

○＜
2.4.8. Calculation of potentials at nodes
Let us solve the system to obtain the potentials at the nodes. We solve a matrix equation
.
(13)   
  
  




			
	
		
	








			
	
		
	









			
	
		
	

  
The calculation is as follows.
(14) Calculation of potentials at the nodes
 
 
 




  




The gross potential at the nodes is .
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15) An eigenvector is a special vector : the input and output go in parallel (same including zero and reverse)
directions. Total symmetry is preserved. When we have is the eigenvalue and  is the
eigenvector. Eigenvalue is used to study dynamic systems, e.g., growth systems where Fibonacci
sequence (F) appears, named after Leonardo Bonacci (Fibonacci) (Italian mathematician ; 11701250 ;
Fibonacci 1202). When we add sisters that are two consecutive backbone numbers in a binary branching
structure, we obtain F＝{, , , , , 	, , , , . . .} on the backbone of the structure :
[[[[	[[[[[ ][]][]][]][]][]][]][	]][]] . . . . If EPP is the engine feature for sentence
structure building, EPP connects with F, which appears everywhere in nature showing twist, curl, spiral,
and vortex. F is related to MC; a natural system grows efficiently. Consider as .
The key equation is , which is a condition for to have a non-trivial solution : at least
one solution is nonzero.
2.4.9. Calculation of currents on edges
Finally, Ohm’s law yields six currents. Assume that and  . Let us
reproduce .
The currents on the respective edges are as follows.
(15) Calculation of currents on edges



 


The gross current force (system balance force) is	. Half the current flows on edge. No
current flows on edge . Flow on edges  and  is reversed. In a spring-mass problem,
indicates that the spring undergoes compression, not stretching.
2.4.10. Nature distributes currents to minimize heat loss
The hanging network is expressed as in the following, where the internal balance force and the
external current source are in equilibrium. A node-circle area indicates the potential, i.e., the
double node area indicates the double potential. The current strength is expressed as edge
thickness. The thickness corresponds to the amount that is 10 times the current : 
points, 	points.
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Table 9 : Incidence matrix A of Figure 1 (6 by 4) (＝Table 1)
   
 － 
 － 
 － 
 － 
 － 
 － 
16) Strang (2009 : 428).
Let us rotate Figure 5 to make it intuitively more comprehensible ; the grounded node is
upward.
Nature distributes the currents to minimize the heat loss.16) The potential (voltage) at node
is , which is greater than those at nodes and , which are each . Recall that the
potential at node  is grounded (fixed) as a support, . The system balance works in such
a way as to make half the entire current () flow from nodeto(the fixed support). The
rest of the four currents are equally weak (each ). If this were a spring-mass problem, the
spring would be stretched with greater tension. The springs and are compressed with
weaker force. Both of them flow out from node, and the direction is reversed from the original
system in Figure 1. The other two flow into the grounded node  and preserve the original
direction. Edge has disappeared. That is how nature distributes the currents to minimize the
heat (information) loss.
2.4.11. Network problem as a spring-mass problem
We see a network as representing a spring-mass system in which edges represent springs
() and nodes represent masses (). The network in Figure 6 shares properties with the
following spring-mass system.
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Figure 5 : Network of figure 1 after grounding






	 


○＜
Figure 6 : Hidden balance of the complete graph ; The graph hung at node :
internal balance force and external current source are in equilibrium (balanced)






	



 “Gravity”System balance (.	) ＜○
Springs , , and are stretched, while springs and are compressed. The tension force
of is maximum. The system finds an equilibrium point where heat (information) loss (error)
is minimum. Nature distributes currents to minimize energy loss (error).
3. Application
3.1. Calculation of balance of binary branching
3.1.1. Three steps for calculating the balance of binary branching
Let us consider the following English example, which is ambiguous.17)
(16) purple people eater
a. ‘eater of purple people,’ or
b. ‘people eater that is purple’
The phrase is ambiguous. The following structure yields the interpretation (16a). We assign
smaller numbers to heads and projections from heads because they appear earlier in the
structure-building space.
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Figure 7 : Network as a spring-mass system




 (grounded)

GravitySystem balance (.)

○＜
17) Kevin Gregg provided the example for us (p.c.). A similar example from Japanese is as follows.
(i) yaseta roba-no kainushi
skinny donkey-GEN keeper
a. ‘keeper of skinny donkey,’ or
b. ‘donkey keeper that is skinny’
Figure 8 : Directed tree of sentence (16) with “purple people” interpretation




eater
peoplepurple
② ①
③ ④
⑤
The following structure produces the interpretation (16b).
The both structures have the same incidence matrix. It expresses the topology or geometry.
This matrix is already an upper triangular. The rank is. When we use RMC to calculate
the matrix rank, it yields the same matrix aswith a computation time of.18) The product
of the pivots is one. Therefore, det＝, which is the same as det of the identity matrix . This
matrix is not invertible (solvable with a unique solution) because infinitely many nonzero
constant vectors (, , , ) exist in the nullspace. The transpose matrix is the following.
 is used in KCL, which calculates structure balance. The graph Laplacian matrix  is as
follows.
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Figure 9 : Directed tree of sentence (16) with “purple eater” interpretation




eaterpeople
purple
② ①
③④
⑤
Table 10 : Incidence matrix  of Figure 8 and Figure 9
① ② ③ ④ ⑤
 － 
 － 
 － 
 － 
Table 11 : Transpose matrix 
   
① －
② －
③   －
④ －
⑤  
18) Second try : .s.
Elimination yields the of .
The rank is. The computation time iss.  is not invertible because the nullspace
contains infinitely many solutions (, , , , ), which form a line in . Det. Which family
does  in Table 12 belong to? This  is symmetric, sparse, and banded ; does not have
constant diagonals ; is not invertible, because (, , , , ) satisfies the system; and is not
positive definite, because we have zero in the last pivot position, resulting in det.  in
Table 12 belongs to the family .
To make the matrix solvable, we must ground at least one node. Let us ground node ② in
Figure 8, because it is a modifier (adjective) and not a head. Modifiers are optional, while heads
are not. Being optional indicates that it is grounded.19) The potential  of ② becomes zero.
Grounding a node is similar to fixing a support in a spring-mass system, where nodes＝masses,
and edges＝springs. Before grounding, the graph is as lying on a table and the gravitational force
is neutralized by the reaction force of the table. After grounding, the graph is hung upside down
at node② and “gravity” stimulates the system balance of the graph. Suppose thatexits② and
enters⑤, which is the entire structure. We want to know how the system-internal force balance
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Table 12 : Graph Laplacian matrix 	(5 by 5)
① ② ③ ④ ⑤
① 	 －	
② 	 －	
③ －	 －	  －	
④ 	 －	
⑤ －	 －	 
Table 13 : of 	(4 by 5)
① ② ③ ④ ⑤
① 	 －	
② 	 －	
③ 	 －	
④ 	 －	
⑤
19) This is controversial. Graph theoretically, we can ground any node. However, CHL is a natural object
and it is a physical fact that natural laws govern CHL. We cannot say that anything is possible as long as a
contradiction does not arise, as in mathematics. We cannot ground heads, head-projection nodes and
arguments because they build the “backbone” of structures. In contrast, we may ground modifiers and
adjuncts because they do not contribute to the backbone building. Island problems containing wh-phrases
are less controversial. For English-type wh-questions, we can ground the original wh-copy because it is not
pronounced : no sound information is assigned to it in the sensorimotor system. For Japanese-type, we
need to ground the moved wh-copy. Many puzzles remain, however.
and the system-external source forcebalance themselves. The following shows the network of
figure 8 after grounding.
In a sense, we are solving a spring-mass problem as follows.
How does the system balance the two forces and enter an equilibrium state? What is the
potential at each node? What is the current on each edge? Grounding node ② causes column
② in  to disappear. Row ② also disappears in . Column ② and row ② disappear in ,
which becomes a reduced .
reduced is invertible and not singular. Let us makereduced upper triangular () and calculate
the rank.
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Figure 10 : Binary branching network with external source power




eater
peoplepurple
② ①
③ ④
⑤
○
＜
Figure 11 : Network problem as spring-mass problem
Support ()
“Gravity”
System balance
③
①②
④
⑤
Table 14 : reduced
① ③ ④ ⑤
①  －
③ －  －
④  －
⑤ － － 
In the of reduced, node ② is grounded. The rank is . The computation time is s.
All pivots are positive. Which family doesreduced in Table 14 belong to? reduced is symmetric,
sparse, and banded ; does not have constant diagonals, is invertible, because a nonzero constant
vector (, , , ) fails to satisfy the system of equations, and positive definite and det.
reduced in Table 14 belongs to the family . Let us solve the system of equations and find the
potential of each node.
(17) Calculation of potentials at the nodes
	
	

	
	

	


		






The potential at each node is indicated below.
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Table 15 : of reduced
① ③ ④ ⑤
①  －
③ 	 －
④  －
⑤ 	
Figure 12 : Potentials at nodes in binary branching tree



eater
peoplepurple
② ①
③ ④
⑤	
	
	

○
＜
The node potentials add to . Ohm’s law yields the four currents. Assume
and . Let us reproduce .
The calculation of currents on edges is as follows.
(18) Calculation of currents on edges




No current flows on edges 1 and 4 ; hence, those edges disappear. Let us indicate how the
system looks in an equilibrium state. Let us represent the current as 10-point arrow (ten
times the current); we keep the same ratio for arrows as we adopted in section 2.
The gross potential at all nodes is . The gross potential at nodes with current flow is .
The gross current on edgesandis. Let us rotate the above figureto make it upside
down; it is intuitively easier to comprehend the system balance.
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Table 16 : Incidence matrix  of Figure 7 (＝Table 10)
① ② ③ ④ ⑤
 － 
 － 
 － 
 － 
Figure 13 : Network of figure after grounding (heat loss minimized)


eater
peoplepurple
② ①
③ ④
⑤


○
＜
No current flows on edges 1 and 4, because the potential difference (drop) is zero. Hence,
edges 1 and 4 disappear. If this were a spring-mass system, springs 2 and 3 are compressed by
. The entire system is pulled by .
The springs are compressed by a force (system balance). The whole system is pulled up
by , which is two times stronger than the external source power .
3.1.2. CHL does not obey the associative and distributive laws
Incidentally, CHL does not obey the associative law. That is, ((purplepeople)eater) is not
equal to (purple (people eater)). We need two distinct structures that yield two different
meanings.
A word has the head-final property universally. Binary branching structures can differentiate
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Figure 14 : Hidden balance of the binary-merge network ; The graph hung at node ② :
figure 13 upside down―intuitively clearer


“Gravity”
people purple (support )
②①
③④
⑤


System
balance ()
eater
○＜
Figure 15 : Spring-mass system where heat loss is minimized


Gravity
Support ()
②①
③④
⑤


System
balance ()
○＜
Figure 16 : CHL disobeys the associative law

⑤
③
①
people
②
④
purple
eater
eater
peoplepurple
② ①
③
⑤
④
two distinct meanings in a natural and simpler way. A ternary branching structure complicates
the model. We need to distinguish two modifications, purple modifying people and purple modifying
eater, in a single structure.
Can we say that CHL activates edges 1 and 2 (purple modifies people) to yield the “purple
people” reading, while CHL activates edges 1 and 3 (purple modifies eater) to produce the “purple
eater” reading? It is not clear what causes the difference in the activation. Furthermore, the
example (16) cannot mean “both the people and the eater are purple.” This indicates that CHL
does not obey the distributive law. That is, purple (peopleeater) ≠ purple peoplepurple eater.
We leave this issue to future research.
3.2. Calculation of balance of ternary branching
3.2.1. Three steps for calculating the balance of ternary branching
Let us next calculate the balance of a ternary branching structure. Suppose that CHL produces
a ternary branching tree for the same example in (16).
Let us tentatively assume that CHL activates edges 1 and 2 (purple modifies people) to yield the
“purple people” reading, while CHL activates edges 1 and 3 (purple modifies eater) to produce the
“purple eater” reading.20) The incidence matrix is as follows.
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Figure 17 : How can ternary branching structure yield two meanings?
eaterpeoplepurple
②①

④
③


Figure 18 : Ternary branching structure
eaterpeoplepurple
②①

④
③


Table 17 : Incidence matrix  of Figure 18
① ② ③ ④
 － 
 － 
 － 
20) The ternary branching structure faces a puzzle as to why CHL cannot activate all edges simultaneously.
It is a physical fact that the natural object CHL does not allow such activation because the relevant sentence
lacks the reading “both the people and the eater are purple.”
This matrix is already an upper triangular. The rank is. RMC performs rank calculation
to yield the same matrix as with a computation time of s. We transpose .
The graph Laplacian matrix  is as follows.
This matrix is singular (unsolvable) because the nullspace contains infinitely many solutions
(, , , ). The of  is as follows.
The rank is. The computation time iss. Which family doesbelong to?  in
Table 19 is symmetric, sparse, and banded ; does not have constant diagonals, is not invertible,
because detand infinitely many nonzero constant vectors (, , , ), i.e., a line in, satisfy
the system, and is not positive definite, because we have a zero in the last pivot position, resulting
in det.  in Table 19 belongs to the family .
To solve the system, we need to ground at least one node. Let us ground ① because it is an
optional modifier and not an obligatory head. A modifier can be deleted, while a head cannot. The
potential at node ① becomes zero. Therefore, . Assume that the external source power
exits node ① and enters node ④.
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Table 18 : Transpose matrix 
 	 
① －
② －
③ －
④   
Table 19 : (4 by 4)
① ② ③ ④
①  －
②  －
③  －
④ － － － 
Table 20 : of (3 by 4)
① ② ③ ④
①  －
②  －
③  －
④
In a sense, we are solving a spring-mass problem as follows.
How does the system balance itself ? What is the potential at each node when the system is in
equilibrium? What is the current on each node? Grounding node ① causes column ① in  to
disappear. Row ① also disappears in . Column ① and row ① disappear in , which
becomes a reduced .
reduced is no longer singular. It is invertible. Let us perform elimination to make reduced
upper triangular () and calculate the rank.
In of reduced, node ① is grounded. The rank is . The computation time is s.21)
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Figure 19 : Ternary branching network with external source power
 
people
②① ③
	
eater
④
purple
○
＜
Figure 20 : Network problem as spring-mass problem
“Gravity”System balance
②① ③
④
Support ()
○＜
Table 21 : reduced
② ③ ④
②  －
③  －
④ － － 
Table 22 : of reduced
② ③ ④
②  －
③  －
④ 
21) First try : .s, second try : .s, third try : .s.
All pivots are positive. Det. Which family does reduced in Table 20 belong to? It is
symmetric, sparse, and banded ; does not have constant diagonals ; is invertible, because det
and no nonzero constant vector (, , , ) satisfies the system; and is positive definite, because
all pivots are nonzero and positive. reduced in Table 20 belongs to the family. Let us solve the
system of equations and find the potential of each node.
(19) Calculation of potentials at the nodes







The potential at each node is indicated below.
The node potentials add to . Ohm’s law yields the four currents. Assume
	and  . Let us reproduce .
(20) Calculation of currents on the edges
 


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Figure 21 : Potentials at nodes in the ternary branching tree
 
people
②①

eater
④
purple
○
＜
③
Table 23 : Incidence matrix  of Figure 16 (＝Table 17)
① ② ③ ④
 － 
 － 
 － 
There is no current on edges 2 and 3 ; hence, those edges disappear. Let us indicate how the
system looks in an equilibrium state.
Let us rotate the above network by . We can see the network as a spring-mass system
with internal balance force that balances the system with external source power.
The gross potential at all nodes is , which is half that of binary branching. The gross
potential at nodes with current flow is , which is a third of that of binary branching. The gross
current on edgeis, which is half of that of binary branching. No current flows on edgesand
because no potential drop exists. Hence, edges 2 and 3 disappear. If this is interpreted as a
spring-mass problem, spring 1 is compressed by force . The entire system is pulled by current
, which is half of that of binary branching. In terms of the potentials at nodes with current, the
binary branching contains three times greater potential as compared to ternary branching. In
terms of current on edges, the binary branching contains two times greater current as compared
to ternary branching. More energy is preserved in binary branching. Heat loss is minimized
there. This corresponds to a spring-mass system as follows.
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Figure 22 : Network of Figure 18 after grounding (heat loss not minimized)


people
②① ③

eater
④
purple
○
＜
Figure 23 : Hidden balance of the ternary-merge network ; The graph hung at node ① :
Figure 22 upside down-intuitively clearer

 “Gravity”
② ①③
④

System
balance ()
peopleeater purple
○＜
Figure 24 : Spring-mass system where heat loss is not minimized
Gravity
② ①③
④
System
balance ()
(＝) Support
○＜ 
The spring is compressed by force . System-balance force pulls the entire system. Recall
that a binary-branching system contains the internal balance force , which is two times
stronger than that of ternary branching. More energy (heat or information) is preserved in a
binary-branching network. Information (heat) loss or error is minimized in the binary branching
system.
3.2.2. Binary versus ternary branching―How do they differ?
The following table summarizes the distinction in terms of rank calculation, (computation)
time, (gross) potential after grounding, (gross) potential at nodes with current, system-balance
force (gross current on edges), and information (energy or heat) loss (error) minimization.
The rank of the binary system is larger than that of the ternary system. The computation time
for elimination of the binary system is less than that for the ternary system.22) The gross potential
(voltage) at nodes of the binary system is two times greater than that of the ternary system. In
terms of potential at nodes with current, the binary branching contains three times greater
potential than ternary branching. The system-balance force (gross current) of the binary system
is two times larger than that of the ternary system. A binary branching structure has two levels
hierarchically, whereas a ternary branching structure has one level. Two heads are better than
one, so to speak. More information is conserved in the binary-merge network.
3.2.3. Minimization of information loss as minimal computation
Respecting the minimal computation (MC) principle, which may be a member of natural laws
such as the principle of least action, inertia law (Newton’s first law), and the conservation law,
nature selects the binary branching tree as the building block of network formation in CHL.
23), 24)
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() (reduced)
Potential after
grounding
Potential at nodes
with current
System
balance
force
Information
loss (error)Rank
Time
(s)
Rank
Time
(s)
nary  .  . 	   More minimized
nary  .
  .
    Less minimized
Table 24 : Cost balance in binary versus ternary branching system
22) One prediction is the opposite, i.e., a binary branching network should show faster elimination, because
the relevant computation is efficient (less costly). Costly computation requires more computation time.
However, the computation time we obtain from RMC might contain coincidence (Andrew Shishkin (p.c.)).
23) For the hypothesis that CHL obeys MC, see Chomsky (1995, 2005). Study of any growing system,
including CHL, considers three factors (Chomsky 2005). The first factor is environment (input data), the
second genetics, and the third natural laws. MC is the third factor. Chomsky attempts to reduce the CHL
phenotype to the third factor. If possible, biolinguistics will be integrated into physics. Both fields must
We have graph-theoretical and physical reasons for concluding that the syntactic operation merge
is binary.
(21) Graph-theoretical and physical reasons for binary merge
Information loss (error) is more minimized in a binary branching network than the error in
a ternary branching network.
A binary branching structure preserves more information (heat or energy) than a ternary
branching structure. A binary branching structure obeys the conservation law. Information (heat
or energy) loss is minimized in a binary system. Error is minimized there. CHL chooses a binary
system because it minimizes information loss (error). CHL obeys MC.
4. Conclusion
We provided a linear-algebraic (graph-theoretic) proof that information loss is minimized in a
binary branching network. Nature distributes the currents to minimize information loss. Nature
distributes the currents to minimize error. Nature created the human brain, and CHL exists in the
human brain. A natural object CHL obeys MC and chooses a binary system rather than a ternary
system. We provided linear-algebraic (graph-theoretic) and physical reasons for concluding that
the syntactic operation merge in CHL is binary, not ternary.
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